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MOTIVATION	  



Mo/va/on	  

•  Distribu/onal	  seman/cs	  
– Successfully	  induce	  the	  meaning	  of	  content	  words	  
– Not	  clear	  how	  to	  apply	  to	  seman/c	  operators	  such	  
as	  determiners,	  nega/on,	  conjunc/ons	  etc.	  

•  Formal	  seman/cs:	  	  
– Model	  the	  operators	  well	  
– But	  show	  low	  recall	  on	  prac/cal	  applica/ons	  



Prior	  Work	  

•  Supervised	  data	  driven	  approaches	  
– Supervised	  models	  of	  formal	  seman/cs	  for	  
specialized	  languages	  (GeoQuery,	  ATIS)	  

– Large	  seman/cally	  annotated	  corpora	  (Ontonotes,	  
MeaningBank)	  
•  Typically	  map	  words	  onto	  senses	  in	  ontologies,	  but	  do	  
not	  support	  inferences	  like	  (author	  -‐>	  wrote)	  



Prior	  Work	  
•  Unsupervised	  predicate	  clustering	  based	  on	  arguments	  

–  Yao	  et	  al.	  (2011)	  cluster	  rela/ons	  between	  en//es	  based	  on	  lexical,	  
syntac/c	  and	  seman/c	  features	  

–  Poon	  and	  Domingos	  (2009)	  recursively	  cluster	  fragments	  of	  
dependency	  trees	  based	  on	  arguments	  
•  But	  computa/onally	  expensive	  

•  Vector	  space	  models	  (Mitchell	  and	  Lapata,	  2008;	  Coecke	  et	  al.,	  
2010;	  Grefenste^e	  et	  al.,	  2011)	  
–  Not	  obvious	  how	  to	  represent	  logical	  rela/ons	  such	  as	  quan/fica/on	  

in	  vector	  spaces	  
•  Natural	  Logic	  (MacCartney	  and	  Manning,	  2007)	  

–  Can	  only	  make	  inferences	  b/w	  two	  sentences	  +	  sensi/ve	  to	  word	  
order	  

•  Parsing	  models	  based	  on	  formal	  composi/onal	  seman/cs	  (Boxer,	  
XLE)	  



Goals	  of	  present	  work	  

•  To	  map	  natural	  language	  to	  first-‐order	  logic	  
representa/ons	  that:	  
– Capture	  the	  meaning	  of	  func/on	  words	  such	  as	  
every,	  not	  and	  or	  

– Use	  distribu/onal	  seman/cs	  to	  model	  the	  
meaning	  of	  content	  words	  



BACKGROUND	  



CCG	  

•  A	  lexicalized	  theory	  of	  language	  where	  the	  
lexicon	  encodes:	  
– Syntac/c	  category	  that	  determines	  which	  other	  
categories	  the	  word	  may	  combine	  with	  

– Seman/c	  interpreta/on	  defining	  the	  
composi/onal	  seman/cs	  

•  Example	  lexicon	  entry:	  

distributional or formal approaches can accomplish
the task alone.

We propose a method for mapping natural lan-
guage to first-order logic representations capable of
capturing the meanings of function words such as
every, not and or, but which also uses distributional
statistics to model the meaning of content words.
Our approach differs from standard formal seman-
tics in that the non-logical symbols used in the log-
ical form are cluster identifiers. Where standard se-
mantic formalisms would map the verb write to a
write’ symbol, we map it to a cluster identifier such
as relation37, which the noun author may also map
to. This mapping is learnt by offline clustering.

Unlike previous distributional approaches, we
perform clustering at the level of predicate-argument
structure, rather than syntactic dependency struc-
ture. This means that we abstract away from many
syntactic differences that are not present in the se-
mantics, such as conjunctions, passives, relative
clauses, and long-range dependencies. This signifi-
cantly reduces sparsity, so we have fewer predicates
to cluster and more observations for each.

Of course, many practical inferences rely heavily
on background knowledge about the world—such
knowledge falls outside the scope of this work.

2 Background

Our approach is based on Combinatory Categorial
Grammar (CCG; Steedman, 2000), a strongly lexi-
calised theory of language in which lexical entries
for words contain all language-specific information.
The lexical entry for each word contains a syntactic
category, which determines which other categories
the word may combine with, and a semantic inter-
pretation, which defines the compositional seman-
tics. For example, the lexicon may contain the entry:
write ` (S\NP)/NP : lylx.write0(x,y)

Crucially, there is a transparent interface between
the syntactic category and the semantics. For ex-
ample the transitive verb entry above defines the
verb syntactically as a function mapping two noun-
phrases to a sentence, and semantically as a bi-
nary relation between its two argument entities.
This means that it is relatively straightforward to
deterministically map parser output to a logical
form, as in the Boxer system (Bos, 2008). This

Every dog barks

NP"/N N S\NP
l plq.8x[p(x) =) q(x)] lx.dog0(x) lx.bark0(x)

>
NP"

lq.8x[dog0(x) =) q(x)]
>

S
8x[dog0(x) =) bark0(x)]

Figure 1: A standard logical form derivation using CCG.
The NP" notation means that the subject is type-raised,
and taking the verb-phrase as an argument—so is an ab-
breviation of S/(S\NP). This is necessary in part to sup-
port a correct semantics for quantifiers.

Input Sentence
Shakespeare wrote Macbeth

+
Intial semantic analysis

writearg0,arg1(shakespeare, macbeth)
+

Entity Typing
writearg0:PER,arg1:BOOK(shakespeare:PER,

macbeth:BOOK)
+

Distributional semantic analysis
relation37(shakespeare:PER, macbeth:BOOK)

Figure 2: Layers used in our model.

form of semantics captures the underlying predicate-
argument structure, but fails to license many impor-
tant inferences—as, for example, write and author
do not map to the same predicate.

In addition to the lexicon, there is a small set of
binary combinators and unary rules, which have a
syntactic and semantic interpretation. Figure 1 gives
an example CCG derivation.

3 Overview of Approach

We attempt to learn a CCG lexicon which maps
equivalent words onto the same logical form—for
example learning entries such as:
author ` N/PP[o f ] : lxly.relation37(x,y)
write ` (S\NP)/NP : lxly.relation37(x,y)
The only change to the standard CCG derivation is
that the symbols used in the logical form are arbi-
trary relation identifiers. We learn these by first map-
ping to a deterministic logical form (using predicates
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Limita/ons	  of	  CCG 	  	  

•  Does	  not	  generalize	  over	  similar	  predicates,	  
e.g.:	  write	  and	  author	  might	  map	  to	  the	  same	  
predicate	  

•  The	  goal	  of	  the	  paper	  is	  to	  learn	  a	  CCG	  lexicon	  
that	  maps	  equivalent	  such	  as	  these	  to	  the	  
same	  form:	  
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Typing	  Predicates	  

•  Assigning	  allowed	  types	  to	  predicates,	  e.g.,	  
wri/ng	  is	  a	  rela/on	  between	  people	  and	  
books	  

•  Helps	  model	  ambiguous	  predicates	  e.g.	  
– Born(Obama,	  Hawaii)	  
– Born(Obama,	  1961)	  

•  Also	  improves	  the	  clustering	  	  



PROPOSED	  METHOD	  



Step	  1:	  Ini/al	  Seman/c	  Analysis	  

•  Use	  the	  C&C	  parser	  (Clark	  and	  Curran,	  2004)	  
to	  create	  a	  CCG	  parse	  

•  Seman/c	  lexical	  entries	  for	  most	  words	  can	  be	  
generated	  automa/cally	  from	  syntac/c	  
category	  and	  the	  POS	  tag	  

•  For	  some	  func/on	  words,	  manual	  lexical	  
entries	  are	  created	  



Step	  2:	  Induce	  en/ty	  types	  
•  Uses	  an	  LDA	  style	  model	  
•  Constructs	  a	  pseudo-‐document	  for	  each	  unary	  
predicate	  (e.g.	  bornargIn)	  based	  on	  all	  its	  argument	  
en//es	  

•  En/ty	  types	  are	  topics	  learnt	  by	  LDA	  in	  the	  above	  
pseudo-‐document	  set	  

•  Each	  type	  has	  a	  mul/nomial	  distribu/on	  over	  
arguments	  [e.g	  P(Hawalii|LOC)	  >	  P(1961|LOC)]	  

•  Each	  predicate	  has	  a	  mul/nomial	  distribu/on	  
over	  topics	  [e.g	  P(LOC|born);	  P(DAT|born)	  >	  
P(SONG|born)]	  



Inferring	  argument	  type	  during	  parsing	  

•  An	  ini/al	  type	  distribu/on	  is	  applied	  based	  on	  
the	  learned	  topics	  

•  The	  probabili/es	  are	  updated	  during	  parsing:	  

file a suit

(S\NP)/NP NP"

ly :

( DOC=0.5
LEGAL=0.4

CLOTHES=0.01
...

)
lx :

⇢
PER = 0.7
ORG = 0.2

...

�
. f ilearg0,arg1(x,y) l p.9y :

(CLOTHES = 0.6
LEGAL = 0.3
DOC=0.001

...

)
[suit 0(y)^ p(y)]

<
S\NP

lx :
⇢

PER = 0.7
ORG = 0.2

...

�
9y :

( LEGAL = 0.94
CLOTHES = 0.05

DOC = 0.004
...

)
)[suit 0(y)^ f ilearg0,arg1(x,y)]

Figure 4: Using the type model for disambiguation in the derivation of file a suit. Type distributions are shown after
the variable declarations. Both suit and the object of file are lexically ambiguous between different types, but after the
b -reduction only one interpretation is likely. If the verb were wear, a different interpretation would be preferred.

y combine to a term z:

pz(t) =
px(t)py(t)

Â t 0 px(t 0)py(t 0)

For example, in wore a suit and file a suit, the vari-
able representing suit may be lexically ambiguous
between CLOTHES and LEGAL types, but the vari-
ables representing the objects of wear and f ile will
have preferences that allow us to choose the correct
type when the terms combine. Figure 4 shows an
example derivation using the type model for disam-
biguation4.

6 Distributional Relation Clustering
Model

The typed binary predicates can be grouped
into clusters, each of which represents a dis-
tinct semantic relation. Note that because we
cluster typed predicates, bornarg0:PER,argIn:LOC and
bornarg0:PER,argIn:DAT can be clustered separately.

6.1 Corpus statistics
Typed binary predicates are clustered based on the
expected number of times they hold between each
argument-pair in the corpus. This means we cre-
ate a single vector of argument-pair counts for each
predicate (not a separate vector for each argument).
For example, the vector for the typed predicate
writearg0:PER,arg1:BOOK may contain non-zero counts
for entity-pairs such as (Shakespeare, Macbeth),
(Dickens, Oliver Twist) and (Rowling, Harry Potter).
4Our implementation follows Steedman (2012) in using Gener-
alized Skolem Terms rather than existential quantifiers, in order
to capture quantifier scope alternations monotonically, but we
omit these from the example to avoid introducing new notation.

The entity-pair counts for authorarg0:PER,argOf :BOOK
may be similar, on the assumption that both are sam-
ples from the same underlying semantic relation.

To find the expected number of occurrences of
argument-pairs for typed binary predicates in a cor-
pus, we first apply the type model to the derivation
of each sentence, as described in Section 5.2. This
outputs untyped binary predicates, with distributions
over the types of their arguments. The type of the
predicate must match the type of its arguments, so
the type distribution of a binary predicate is simply
the joint distribution of the two argument type dis-
tributions.

For example, if the arguments in a
bornarg0,argIn(obama,hawaii) derivation have the
respective type distributions (PER=0.9, LOC=0.1)
and (LOC=0.7, DAT=0.3), the distribution over bi-
nary typed predicates is (bornarg0:PER,argIn:LOC=0.63,
bornarg0:PER,argIn:DAT =0.27, etc.) The expected
counts for (obama,hawaii) in the vectors for
bornarg0:PER,argIn:LOC and bornarg0:PER,argIn:DAT are
then incremented by these probabilities.

6.2 Clustering

Many algorithms have been proposed for cluster-
ing predicates based on their arguments (Poon and
Domingos, 2009; Yao et al., 2012). The number of
relations in the corpus is unbounded, so the cluster-
ing algorithm should be non-parametric. It is also
important that it remains tractable for very large
numbers of predicates and arguments, in order to
give us a greater coverage of language than can be
achieved by hand-built ontologies.

We cluster the typed predicate vectors using the
Chinese Whispers algorithm (Biemann, 2006)—
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Step	  3:	  Cluster	  the	  predicates	  

•  Parse	  all	  sentences	  as	  above	  and	  obtain	  word	  
count	  vectors	  for	  each	  typed	  predicate	  

•  Cluster	  these	  vectors	  using	  the	  Chinese	  
Whispers	  algorithm	  



Parsing	  New	  Sentences	  

•  Since	  the	  predicates	  are	  ambiguous	  between	  
types	  before	  complete	  parsing	  is	  done,	  the	  
parser	  produces	  packed	  representa/ons	  

Obama	  was	  born	  in	  Hawaii	  in	  1961	  

although somewhat ad-hoc, it is both non-parametric
and highly scalable5. This has previously been used
for noun-clustering by Fountain and Lapata (2011),
who argue it is a cognitively plausible model for
language acquisition. The collection of predicates
and arguments is converted into a graph with one
node per predicate, and edge weights representing
the similarity between predicates. Predicates with
different types have zero-similarity, and otherwise
similarity is computed as the cosine-similarity of the
tf-idf vectors of argument-pairs. We prune nodes oc-
curring fewer than 20 times, edges with weights less
than 10�3, and a short list of stop predicates.

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Each predicate p is assigned to a different se-
mantic relation rp

2. Iterate over the predicates p in a random order

3. Set rp = argmax
r

Âp0 r=rp0 sim(p, p0), where

sim(p, p0) is the distributional similarity be-
tween p and p0, and r=r0 is 1 iff r=r’ and 0
otherwise.

4. Repeat (2.) to convergence.

7 Semantic Parsing using Relation

Clusters

The final phase is to use our relation clusters in the
lexical entries of the CCG semantic derivation. This
is slightly complicated by the fact that our predi-
cates are lexically ambiguous between all the pos-
sible types they could take, and hence the relations
they could express. For example, the system can-
not tell whether born in is expressing a birthplace
or birthdate relation until later in the derivation,
when it combines with its arguments. However, all
the possible logical forms are identical except for
the symbols used, which means we can produce a
packed logical form capturing the full distribution
over logical forms. To do this, we make the predi-
cate a function from argument types to relations.

For each word, we first take the lexical semantic
definition produced by the algorithm in Section 4.
For binary predicates in this definition (which will
5We also experimented with a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
(Neal, 2000), but even with the efficient A* search algorithms
introduced by Daumé III (2007), the cost of inference was found
to be prohibitively high when run at large scale.

be untyped), we perform a deterministic lookup in
the cluster model learned in Section 6, using all pos-
sible corresponding typed predicates. This allows us
to represent the binary predicates as packed predi-
cates: functions from argument types to relations.

For example, if the clustering maps
bornarg0:PER,argIn:LOC to rel49 (“birthplace”)
and bornarg0:PER,argIn:DAT to rel53 (“birthdate”), our
lexicon contains the following packed lexical entry
(type-distributions on the variables are suppressed):

born ` (S\NP)/PP[in] :

lylx.
⇢
(x : PER,y :LOC))rel49
(x : PER,y :DAT))rel53

�
(x,y)

The distributions over argument types then imply
a distribution over relations. For example, if the
packed-predicate for bornarg0,argIn is applied to ar-
guments Obama and Hawaii, with respective type
distributions (PER=0.9, LOC=0.1) and (LOC=0.7,
DAT=0.3)6, the distribution over relations will be
(rel49=0.63, rel53=0.27, etc.).

If 1961 has a type-distribution (LOC=0.1,
DAT=0.9), the output packed-logical form for
Obama was born in Hawaii in 1961 will be:
8
<

:

rel49=0.63
rel53=0.27

...

9
=

;(ob,hw)^

8
<

:

rel49=0.09
rel53=0.81

...

9
=

;(ob,1961)

The probability of a given logical form can be read
from this packed logical form.

8 Experiments

Our approach aims to offer a strong model of both
formal and lexical semantics. We perform two eval-
uations, aiming to target each of these separately, but
using the same semantic representations in each.

We train our system on Gigaword (Graff et al.,
2003), which contains around 4 billion words of
newswire. The type-model is trained using 15
types7, and 5,000 iterations of Gibbs sampling (us-
ing the distributions from the final sample). Table 1

6These distributions are composed from the type-distributions
for both the predicate and argument, as explained in Section 5
7This number was chosen by examination of models trained
with different numbers of types. The algorithm produces se-
mantically coherent clusters for much larger numbers of types,
but many of these are fine-grained categories of people, which
introduces sparsity in the relation clustering.
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for noun-clustering by Fountain and Lapata (2011),
who argue it is a cognitively plausible model for
language acquisition. The collection of predicates
and arguments is converted into a graph with one
node per predicate, and edge weights representing
the similarity between predicates. Predicates with
different types have zero-similarity, and otherwise
similarity is computed as the cosine-similarity of the
tf-idf vectors of argument-pairs. We prune nodes oc-
curring fewer than 20 times, edges with weights less
than 10�3, and a short list of stop predicates.

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Each predicate p is assigned to a different se-
mantic relation rp

2. Iterate over the predicates p in a random order

3. Set rp = argmax
r

Âp0 r=rp0 sim(p, p0), where

sim(p, p0) is the distributional similarity be-
tween p and p0, and r=r0 is 1 iff r=r’ and 0
otherwise.

4. Repeat (2.) to convergence.

7 Semantic Parsing using Relation
Clusters

The final phase is to use our relation clusters in the
lexical entries of the CCG semantic derivation. This
is slightly complicated by the fact that our predi-
cates are lexically ambiguous between all the pos-
sible types they could take, and hence the relations
they could express. For example, the system can-
not tell whether born in is expressing a birthplace
or birthdate relation until later in the derivation,
when it combines with its arguments. However, all
the possible logical forms are identical except for
the symbols used, which means we can produce a
packed logical form capturing the full distribution
over logical forms. To do this, we make the predi-
cate a function from argument types to relations.

For each word, we first take the lexical semantic
definition produced by the algorithm in Section 4.
For binary predicates in this definition (which will
5We also experimented with a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
(Neal, 2000), but even with the efficient A* search algorithms
introduced by Daumé III (2007), the cost of inference was found
to be prohibitively high when run at large scale.

be untyped), we perform a deterministic lookup in
the cluster model learned in Section 6, using all pos-
sible corresponding typed predicates. This allows us
to represent the binary predicates as packed predi-
cates: functions from argument types to relations.

For example, if the clustering maps
bornarg0:PER,argIn:LOC to rel49 (“birthplace”)
and bornarg0:PER,argIn:DAT to rel53 (“birthdate”), our
lexicon contains the following packed lexical entry
(type-distributions on the variables are suppressed):

born ` (S\NP)/PP[in] :

lylx.
⇢
(x : PER,y :LOC))rel49
(x : PER,y :DAT))rel53

�
(x,y)

The distributions over argument types then imply
a distribution over relations. For example, if the
packed-predicate for bornarg0,argIn is applied to ar-
guments Obama and Hawaii, with respective type
distributions (PER=0.9, LOC=0.1) and (LOC=0.7,
DAT=0.3)6, the distribution over relations will be
(rel49=0.63, rel53=0.27, etc.).

If 1961 has a type-distribution (LOC=0.1,
DAT=0.9), the output packed-logical form for
Obama was born in Hawaii in 1961 will be:
8
<

:

rel49=0.63
rel53=0.27

...

9
=

;(ob,hw)^

8
<

:

rel49=0.09
rel53=0.81

...

9
=

;(ob,1961)

The probability of a given logical form can be read
from this packed logical form.

8 Experiments

Our approach aims to offer a strong model of both
formal and lexical semantics. We perform two eval-
uations, aiming to target each of these separately, but
using the same semantic representations in each.

We train our system on Gigaword (Graff et al.,
2003), which contains around 4 billion words of
newswire. The type-model is trained using 15
types7, and 5,000 iterations of Gibbs sampling (us-
ing the distributions from the final sample). Table 1

6These distributions are composed from the type-distributions
for both the predicate and argument, as explained in Section 5
7This number was chosen by examination of models trained
with different numbers of types. The algorithm produces se-
mantically coherent clusters for much larger numbers of types,
but many of these are fine-grained categories of people, which
introduces sparsity in the relation clustering.
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EXPERIMENTS	  



Experiments:	  Ques/on	  Answering	  

System Answers Correct
Relational-LDA 7046 11.6%
Reverb 180 89.4%
CCG-Baseline 203 95.8%
CCG-WordNet 211 94.8%
CCG-Distributional@250 250 94.1%
CCG-Distributional@500 500 82.0%

Table 2: Results on wide-coverage Question Answer-
ing task. CCG-Distributional ranks question/answer pairs
by confidence—@250 means we evaluate the top 250 of
these. It is not possible to give a recall figure, as the total
number of correct answers in the corpus is unknown.

are in the same cluster, marginalizing over their ar-
gument types. Answers are ranked by this proba-
bility. For CCG-WordNet, we check if the ques-
tion predicate is a hypernym of the candidate answer
predicate (using any WordNet sense of either term).

Results are shown in Table 2. Relational-LDA in-
duces many meaningful clusters, but predicates must
be assigned to one of 100 relations, so results are
dominated by large, noisy clusters (it is not possi-
ble to take the N-best answers as the cluster assign-
ments do not have a confidence score). The CCG-
Baseline errors are mainly caused by parser errors,
or relations in the scope of non-factive operators.
CCG-WordNet adds few answers to CCG-Baseline,
reflecting the limitations of hand-built ontologies.

CCG-Distributional substantially improves recall
over other approaches whilst retaining good preci-
sion, demonstrating that we have learnt a powerful
model of lexical semantics. Table 3 shows some
correctly answered questions. The system improves
over the baseline by mapping expressions such as
merge with and acquisition of to the same relation
cluster. Many of the errors are caused by conflating
predicates where the entailment only holds in one
direction, such as was elected to with ran for. Hier-
archical clustering could be used to address this.

8.2 Experiments on the FraCaS Suite

We are also interested in evaluating our approach
as a model of formal semantics—demonstrating that
it is possible to integrate the formal semantics of
Steedman (2012) with our distributional clusters.

The FraCaS suite (Cooper et al., 1996)11 contains
a hand-built set of entailment problems designed to
be challenging in terms of formal semantics. We
use Section 1, which contains 74 problems requiring
an understanding of quantifiers12. They do not re-
quire any knowledge of lexical semantics, meaning
we can evaluate the formal component of our system
in isolation. However, we use the same representa-
tions as in our previous experiment, even though the
clusters provide no benefit on this task. Figure 5
gives an example problem.

The only previous work we are aware of on
this dataset is by MacCartney and Manning (2007).
This approach learns the monotonicity properties
of words from a hand-built training set, and uses
this to transform a sentence into a polarity anno-
tated string. The system then aims to transform the
premise string into a hypothesis. Positively polar-
ized words can be replaced with less specific ones
(e.g. by deleting adjuncts), whereas negatively po-
larized words can be replaced with more specific
ones (e.g. by adding adjuncts). Whilst this is high-
precision and often useful, this logic is unable to per-
form inferences with multiple premise sentences (in
contrast to our first-order logic).

Development consists of adding entries to our lex-
icon for quantifiers. For simplicity, we treat multi-
word quantifiers like at least a few, as being multi-
word expressions—although a more compositional
analysis may be possible. Following MacCartney
and Manning (2007), we do not use held-out data—
each problem is designed to test a different issue, so
it is not possible to generalize from one subset of the
suite to another. As we are interested in evaluating
the semantics, not the parser, we manually supply
gold-standard lexical categories for sentences with
parser errors (any syntactic mistake causes incorrect
semantics). Our derivations produce a distribution
over logical forms—we license the inference if it
holds in any interpretation with non-zero probabil-
ity. We use the Prover9 (McCune, 2005) theorem
prover for inference, returning yes if the premise im-
plies the hypothesis, no if it implies the negation of
the hypothesis, and unknown otherwise.

Results are shown in Table 4. Our system im-
11We use the version converted to machine readable format by
MacCartney and Manning (2007)
12Excluding 6 problems without a defined solution.
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•  Generate	  sample	  ques/ons	  from	  New	  York	  Times	  subset	  of	  
Gigaword	  from	  2010	  	  

•  Search	  for	  answers	  in	  2009	  



Experiments:	  Textual	  Entailment	  
•  Given	  a	  premise	  and	  a	  hypothesis,	  return	  Yes,	  No	  or	  Unknown	  

for	  whether	  the	  hypothesis	  follows	  from	  the	  premise	  

Question Answer Sentence
What did Delta merge with? Northwest The 747 freighters came with Delta’s acquisition of Northwest
What spoke with Hu Jintao? Obama Obama conveyed his respect for the Dalai Lama to China’s

president Hu Jintao during their first meeting. . .
What arrived in Colorado? Zazi Zazi flew back to Colorado. . .
What ran for Congress? Young . . . Young was elected to Congress in 1972

Table 3: Example questions correctly answered by CCG-Distributional.

Premises: Every European has the right to live in Europe.
Every European is a person.
Every person who has the right to live in Europe can travel freely within Europe.

Hypothesis: Every European can travel freely within Europe
Solution: Yes

Figure 5: Example problem from the FraCaS suite.

System Single Multiple
Premise Premises

MacCartney&Manning 07 84% -
MacCartney&Manning 08 98% -
CCG-Dist (parser syntax) 70% 50%
CCG-Dist (gold syntax) 89% 80%

Table 4: Accuracy on Section 1 of the FraCaS suite.
Problems are divided into those with one premise sen-
tence (44) and those with multiple premises (30).

proves on previous work by making multi-sentence
inferences. Causes of errors include missing a dis-
tinct lexical entry for plural the, only taking existen-
tial interpretations of bare plurals, failing to inter-
pret mass-noun determiners such as a lot of, and not
providing a good semantics for non-monotone de-
terminers such as most. We believe these problems
will be surmountable with more work. Almost all er-
rors are due to incorrectly predicting unknown — the
system makes just one error on yes or no predictions
(with or without gold syntax). This suggests that
making first-order logic inferences in applications
will not harm precision. We are less robust than
MacCartney and Manning (2007) to syntax errors
but, conversely, we are able to attempt more of the
problems (i.e. those with multi-sentence premises).
Other approaches based on distributional semantics
seem unable to tackle any of these problems, as they
do not represent quantifiers or negation.

9 Related Work

Much work on semantics has taken place in a su-
pervised setting—for example the GeoQuery (Zelle
and Mooney, 1996) and ATIS (Dahl et al., 1994) se-
mantic parsing tasks. This approach makes sense for
generating queries for a specific database, but means
the semantic representations do not generalize to
other datasets. There have been several attempts
to annotate larger corpora with semantics—such as
Ontonotes (Hovy et al., 2006) or the Groningen
Meaning Bank (Basile et al., 2012). These typically
map words onto senses in ontologies such as Word-
Net, VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2000) and FrameNet
(Baker et al., 1998). However, limitations of these
ontologies mean that they do not support inferences
such as X is the author of Y ! X wrote Y.

Given the difficulty of annotating large amounts
of text with semantics, various approaches have at-
tempted to learn meaning without annotated text.
Distant Supervision approaches leverage existing
knowledge bases, such as Freebase (Bollacker et al.,
2008), to learn semantics (Mintz et al., 2009; Krish-
namurthy and Mitchell, 2012). Dependency-based
Compositional Semantics (Liang et al., 2011) learns
the meaning of questions by using their answers as
denotations—but this appears to be specific to ques-
tion parsing. Such approaches can only learn the
pre-specified relations in the knowledge base.

The approaches discussed so far in this section
have all attempted to map language onto some pre-
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Discussion	  

•  Do	  the	  experimental	  results	  jus/fy	  the	  model?	  
•  Applicable	  to	  specialized	  corpora?	  
•  Applicable	  to	  higher	  level	  problems	  like	  
rela/on	  extrac/on,	  summariza/on	  etc.?	  


